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colasoft capsa enterprise is a cost effective, easy to
use, and effective network analyzer for secure,
advanced and detailed network monitoring. it
provides users with real-time traffic analysis, which
is helpful in the security and network detection
analysis. sharing your art is always a good choice.
we allow the editing and modification of any image
files, even large size files, as long as they are of no
copyright or trademarked. if you are interested, you
can also purchase the usage rights of any image in
our website. colasoft capsa enterprise provides not
only a wide variety of products and services, but
also a lot of technical support. our highly skilled
caps technicians are always willing to help you with
any inquiry. you can send an email to our support
group for any product inquiry. since we're a small
company, we have good service, we only can carry
30 kinds of services, our special products are not
really available, but we are able to advise you
according to your situation. extended security
analysis capsa can detect dos (ddos) attack, worm
activity, arp attack, tcp port scanning and suspicious
conversation as well as locates the source and
target in real-time. you can check all the security-
related information in relative views. traffic statistics
& bandwidth use with capsa's network traffic
monitor feature, we can quickly identify network
bottleneck and detect network abnormalities.
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advanced protocol analysis being able to support
more than 300 protocols in the latest version, capsa
make it easy to analyze protocols in network and
understand what is happening. in-depth packet
decoding as a packet sniffer, capsa is able to
capture all network packets transmitted on network
and displays detailed packet decoding information
in hex, ascii and ebcdic. monitor multiple network
behaviors colasoft capsa can record global or scope-
specific network events, containing four types of log
primarily generated by the advanced analyzers: http
requests, email messages. visualize all connections
in matrix matrix is a view that visualizes all network
connections and traffic details in one single graph.
the nodes around an elongated ellipse display the
hosts in your network.
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Colasoft Capsa

colasoft capsa network analyzer is a network health
monitoring software that will help you to monitor

your lan or company's wlan. it also provides an easy-
to-use interface that is suitable for both expert and
novice users. it can monitor you network, including

web traffic, file sharing, and more, and it is very
easy to use. if you use our free tool to analyze your
network, you'll be able to reduce bandwidth usage
and increase the speed of your network. it will also
indicate potential security threats in your network.
colasoft capsa network analyzer is a great software
that can keep the network healthy and up to date.
colasoft capsa network analyzer is a free network
security application designed to provide you the

monitoring, analysis, securing and troubleshooting
capabilities you'll need to keep your network safe.
the program is designed to provide an easy-to-use
interface for experienced and novice users, and to

allow you to analyze your network at your
convenience. colasoft capsa network analyzer is a

network performance analysis tool that can be used
to monitor, analyze, secure and troubleshoot a

variety of networks to reduce bandwidth, buffer,
latency and packet jitter. the program will keep

track of network latency, packet drop, bandwidth,
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packet loss, and jitter, and will provide the user with
relevant data. when a packet is selected by capsa,
the related packet dialog will appear automatically.
in the dialog, you can change the type of packet to

be compared (tcp, udp, icmp,..). you can also
choose various operations: clicking the markers,
selecting the related packets, comparing the flow

details and so on. when several related packets are
selected, capsa will highlight them one at a time.

the "show" button will toggle the checkboxes of the
selected packets. 5ec8ef588b
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